2
Bowl
Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue
and carved decoration
Dutch or english gilt
copper mount, 17th
century
Jingdezhen kilns,
Jiangxi province
Ming dynasty
(1368–1644),
ca. 1610–1635
H. 6 5/8 in (16.8 cm)
Rim Ø 14 in (35.5 cm)
Foot Ø 5 7/8 in (15 cm)
INV. NO. 633

The decoration of this bowl combines two

hovering in the turbulent clouds above. Around the

different techniques: painting in bright underglaze

rim a wide border of scrolled, spiralling, flowering

blue and the semi-pierced technique, a variation

wild shrubs. The exterior has a wide semi-pierced

of the technique of piercing decorative motifs

section, its pattern based on the character wan

known as linglong (very fine) or guigong (devil’s

[ten thousand] or the Buddhist swastika, revealing

work). First the pieces were thrown, painted

the pinkish yellow biscuit of the body, and six

in underglaze cobalt blue and glazed. Then the

circular panels with a repeated Islamic inscription,

geometric motifs were carved without completely

written alternately as one line and as a double line,

piercing the porcelain, the result being that the

in an angular script. The inscription is written

recessed pattern would be left unglazed and the

in a crude hand and can be translated as: ‘There

biscuit, in contact with the kiln atmosphere,

is no God but God, Mohammed is the Messenger

would become pinkish yellow in colour,

of God’, a principle known as the Shahadah

contrasting with the glazed porcelain.

(profession of faith) and one of the main dogmas

54

alternating with a tasselled pendant and another

underglaze cobalt blue with a central medallion

border below the rim with hexagonal cell diaper

containing a grasshopper resting on a rock on a

with florets complete the decoration. The base bears

riverbank, the water suggested by brushstrokes. He

a four-character mark: Yu Tang jia qi (fine vessel

is sitting beside a spray of camellias with a butterfly

of the Jade Palace) within a double rectangle. →
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of Islam. Around the base a border with ruyi heads
The inside is decorated in various shades of
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The Musée national Adrien Dubouché, Limoges,
has two examples: on one bowl the calligraphy has
been replaced by a dragon chasing a flaming pearl
and a phoenix in flight;5 the other smaller bowl is
decorated with medallions containing Immortals.6
This museum also has a vase decorated with circular
medallions with an underglaze blue inscription
in pseudo-Arabic in a field with an incised semipierced pattern, similar to this bowl.7
At the end of the reign of the emperor Hongzhi
(1488-1505) and during the period of Zhengde
(1506-1521) Arabic and Persian inscriptions began
to be used in the decoration of the vessels destined
for the eunuchs of the Imperial court. During the
reign of Jiajing (1522-1566) they disappeared and in
the Wanli period (1573-1619) the potters reproduced
→

During the seventeenth century a gilt copper

the Arabic and Persian inscriptions on the objects

lobed mount was added to the rim and the foot,

to be exported to Muslim countries or for the

interconnected by three lobed bands and a central

Muslim communities in China.

cord-like element, with hinges at the extremities.
The mount was made in Holland or England.

PROVENANCE

Edward James Collection, West Dean Park, no. 24

Bowls combining a carved, semi-pierced geometric
decoration and underglaze cobalt blue decoration

PUBLISHED IN

are rather unusual; bowls as large as this example

Pinto de Matos, 2011, voI. I, pp. 116-117, no. 53

•

are particularly rare. There appear to be no records
of other bowls with a semi-pierced pattern and
medallions with Islamic inscriptions, but there
are bowls identical or smaller than this example
decorated with the same technique: one, with
a flower vase on a table in the well and medallions
with floral motifs, is in the Rijksmuseum,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Jörg and van Campen, 1997, p. 64, no. 48.
Harrison-Hall, 2001, pp. 368–369, no. 12:40.
Krahl and Ayers, 1986, vol. II, p. 787, no. 1527.
Idem, ibid., p. 715, no. 1245.
Shimizu, Chabanne et al., 2003, p. 113, no. 45.
Idem, ibid., p. 112, no. 44.
Lion-Goldschmidt, 1978 b), p. 213, no. 233.

Amsterdam; 1 another, with riverscapes with
ducks, other birds and stylized plants, is in the
British Museum, London.2 The Topkapi Saray
Museum has three bowls: a smaller one with the
same mark and medallions containing dragons
amid clouds,3 and two with floral medallions with
an elaborate Ottoman silver mount with flowers,
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dating to the seventeenth century.4
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5
Ewer
Porcelain decorated in
overglaze polychrome
enamels and gold
Jingdezhen kilns,
Jiangxi province
Ming dynasty, Jiajing
period (1522–1566),
mid 16th century
H. 11 1/2 in (29.2 cm)
Mouth Ø 2 1/4 (5.8 cm)
Foot Ø 3 1/4 in (8.3 cm)
INV. NO. 428

Ewer with a flattened pear-shaped body, displaying

red reserves containing a gilded lotus, separated

a raised pointed panel on either side shaped like an

by rows of pearls with a lozenge, one of the Eight

inverted peach, on a flaring foot, and with the tall,

Precious Objects. In the frieze below the rim

waisted neck widening towards the everted raised

alternating broad turquoise and finer red pointed

rim forming a ring. The long slender spout

leaves emerge from a red band that accentuates

is attached to the neck by an S-shaped bridge;

the narrowed neck and appears to connect the

the long narrow handle has a ring at the top

spout to the handle.

that was designed to attach the domed lid
with a finial modelled like a seated lion.

On the foot two of the Eight Precious Objects,
a lozenge and a book, interlaced with undulating

Decorated with overglaze enamels: iron red,

ribbons, which alternate and are repeated twice.

the predominant colour, with turquoise, yellow,

The spout, with a turquoise dragon’s head at the

brown and gold. Both panels are enamelled in

base, and the handle are completely covered with

red with a kinrande (“gold brocade”) decoration

red enamel and decorated with gold flames.

of a peacock between peonies and surrounded by
a frieze of pointed turquoise leaves. Above and

Gold was used in ceramics during the Tang

below the handle and spout are four prominent

(618-907), as well as the Song (960-1279)

white quatrefoil panels reserved on a red hatched

and the Yuan dynasties (1279-1368), but the

ground with scattered lozenges, books, and

Jiajing (1522-1566) period of the Ming dynasty

turquoise and yellow flower heads.

(1368-1644) shows the combination of gilt with
red, green and polychrome enamels, adding a new
of decoration is designated by the Japanese term

enclosing a sprig with a peach and a flower, the

kinrande, meaning “gold brocade”. It was initially

lower panels a bird, plants and lotus blossom. On

adopted in Japan for brocade fabrics in the 16th

the neck, above a band with a continuous scroll and

century and then for ceramics in the 17th century.

below a frieze with small leaves, a band with two

This led to the assumption that kinrande porcelain

→
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magnificence to the objects. To this day, this type

turquoise and yellow decoration, the upper panels

Global by Design

The panels are outlined in red and contain red,
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Writing box
White porcelain
decorated in underglaze
cobalt blue and set
with gold and turquoise
applied in ottoman
turkey
Jingdezhen kilns,
Jiangxi province
Ming dynasty, Hongzhi
period (1488-1505),
late 15th century-early
16th century
H. 2 1/2 in (6.3 cm)
L. 9 1/4 in (23.5 cm)
W. 3 1/8 in (8 cm)
INV. NO. 943

A long, oval-shaped writing box with straight sides

The sides are decorated with a scroll with ten lotus

and recessed rim to fit the slightly domed lid. The

flowers and small leaves placed symmetrically on

interior divided into compartments: at one end,

either side, above a narrow border painted with

a flat oval partition with barbed edges, a pierced

a stylized foliate scroll which is framed by two

ruyi head and two large circular holes side by side.

pairs of blue lines. The lid repeats the decoration:

At the opposite end, a D-shaped aperture for a

a continuous scroll with four lotus flowers and leafy

removable inkwell.

stems on the central oval panel, framed by a narrow
border similar to the one on the sides, and repeated

It is heavily potted in thick white porcelain,

on the side of the lid. Inside, the compartments and

decorated in cobalt blue under a blue-tinged glaze.

ruyi head are outlined by a bold blue line. The top

The flat base, the rims where the box and the lid

of the inkwell is decorated with a border with a wave

fit, and most of the inkwell are unglazed.

pattern, formed by fine curved brushstrokes.
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20
Salt cellar
White porcelain
decorated in underglaze
cobalt blue
Jingdezhen kilns,
Jiangxi province
Ming dynasty,
Wanli period (1573–1619),
ca. 1600
H. 6 in (15.2 cm)
Rim Ø 5 1/4 in (13.5 cm)
Foot Ø 5 1/2 in (14 cm)
INV. NO. 741

Hexagonal salt cellar, comprising six vertical

The overall shape of the salt cellar and certain

rectangular panels, with an everted, stepped rim,

decorative details such as the denticulation indicate

standing on an extended pedestal with three

that this object was inspired by a Dutch, German or

rounded steps; with, on each of the six angles

English metal model, or was based on a drawing of

where the sides meet, a lion mask and a paw

a late sixteenth-/early seventeenth-century model.

foot supporting the piece. It was moulded in
white porcelain covered with bluish glaze.

The decorative motifs and the way they are
treated are typical of kraakporselein, and include

Decorated in underglaze cobalt blue, which ranges

an innovation from the Wanli period: the theme

from deep blue to the greyish blue of the wash, with

of vases with flower sprays.

three vases of flowers placed on wooden tables, one
decorated with floral scrolls and two with geometric

The historic importance given to salt, an essential

motifs, including a swastika, alternating with

seasoning for food, meant that salt cellars, or salts,

auspicious symbols such as a scroll painting and

normally fashioned from a noble material such as

a gourd, suspended from bows and interlaced

gold or rock crystal, were among the most important

with ribbons and tassels.

ornamental wares on royal tables from the end
of the Middle Ages. Many of these vessels were

The stepped pedestal and rim each have three

large, covered and provided with locks: because

borders: one denticulated, another with an inverted

it was white, salt could easily be mistaken for

and entwined Y pattern, suggesting braiding,

arsenic, which is extremely poisonous. During the

and the third with T motifs.

Renaissance the shapes became more varied: round,
Global by Design
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triangular,1 square (Fig. 50),2 and hexagonal.3
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FIG. 50

FIG. 50

Salt
English (London), 1587–88
Unknown artist, possibly
marked ‘IS’ in monogram
Silver, parcel gilt
H. 12.4 CM (4 7/8 IN.)
W. X 10.2 CM (4 IN.)
WEIGHT 289.7 GM (9 OZ 6 DWT)
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON
ANONYMOUS GIFT IN MEMORY
OF CHARLOTTE BEEBE WILBOUR
(1833-1914), 33.62
PHOTOGRAPH © APRIL 2016,
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

→

If the number of pre-eighteenth century

Nevertheless, in Portugal salts were already in

salts made out of so-called noble material is

use a century before then, even in the countryside,

low, porcelain versions are even rarer, suggesting

as is evident from the post-mortem inventory

that this example could have been a private order.

of Margarida Pegada of Elvas (Portugal), dated
1548: ‘The salt cellar from India in fine porcelain

There is a salt cellar identical to this example

is valued at 100 reis’.9 The royal inventory of the

in shape and secondary decoration, the main

estate of Philip II (Philip I of Portugal), who died

decoration comprising mythical animals in a

in 1598, includes four porcelain salts with lids, three

landscape, in the Gemeentelijke Museum, Kampen,

round and one square, valued at four reis each.10

Holland. Jörg mentions another three similar
4

pieces: one in the Victoria and Albert Museum

PUBLISHED IN

(1955.0210), London, and two in a private collection

Pinto de Matos, 2011, vol. I, pp. 194-195, no. 75

•

in the United States. The Groninger Museum,
5

Groningen, has a triangular salt, also extremely rare,
dating from the Transitional period (1620–1683),
ca. 1635-1640, decorated with landscapes (inv.
1988.0041);6 and the Peabody Essex Museum,
Salem, Massachusetts, also has a triangular salt
but with open sides (inv. AE85955).7 The Dutch East
India Company (Verenigde Oostendische Compagnie,
V.O.C.) ordered salts in 1635, 1639 and 1643, only
343 of which were shipped to the Netherlands.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hernmarck, 1977, vol. II, pp. 142-150.
Jackson, 1911, p. 549, figs. 760 and 761.
Clayton, 1971, p. 230.
Jörg, 2002-2003, pp. 20-21, fig. 2.
Idem, ibid., p. 20.
Idem, ibid., p. 22, fig. 7.
Idem, ibid.; Sargent, 2012, pp. 76-77, no. 16.
Jörg, ibid.
Pires, 1897, vol. I, p. 705.
Sanchez Cantón, 1958, vol. II, p. 268, no. 4277.
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Saucer Dish
Chinese porcelain
over-decorated
in holland with
polychrome enamels
Qing dynasty
(1644–1911),
ca. 1720–1730;
Over-decoration
ca. 1730–1740
H. 1 5/8 in (4.1 cm)
Rim Ø 8 1/4 in (21.1 cm)
Foot ring Ø 5 1/4 in
(13.2 cm)
INV. NO. 162

Deep circular saucer dish with rounded sides and

The tests carried out using the X-ray fluorescence

a straight rim on a tapering foot. The dish is fully

spectroscopy method on a similar dish belonging to

decorated with the scene of the Crucifixion. Christ,

the Victoria and Albert Museum concluded that the

crowned with thorns and flanked by the two thieves,

enamels were not Chinese, because arsenic, used in

is crucified on a Cross with a board nailed to it

China as an opacifying agent, was included neither

inscribed in Aramaic, Greek and Latin with Iesus

in the enamels nor the glaze, a fact that confirms

Nazarenus Rex Judaeoru[m] (Jesus of Nazareth, the

that the decoration was European, presumably

King of the Jews). In the foreground, on the left, a

Dutch.2

Roman centurion, riding a brown horse, rises in his
saddle to pierce Christ’s side with his lance (episode

Three other dishes are known, the one in the

narrated in John 19:31–37), watched by another

Victoria and Albert Museum discussed above,3

centurion on a black horse behind him. On the right

another grisaille version published by Hervouët

the Virgin in anguish is attended by St. John and

and Bruneau,4 which is now thought to be the work

another woman, identifiable as Mary Magdalene.

of a faker in Milan in the 1960s-70s5 and the third

Meanwhile a soldier breaks the legs of one of the

from a private collection illustrated by Helen Espir.6

thieves, whose body is contorted with pain.
PROVENANCE

This scene was based on an engraving possibly

Mildred and Rafi Mottahedeh Collection

by Boetius Adams Bolswert, based in turn on the
1631 work of Rubens, Le Coup de Lance a drawing

PUBLISHED IN

that was based on a 1620 oil on canvas by the

Howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, p. 314, no. 307.

same artist, that had been commissioned by the

Pinto de Matos, 2011, vol. II, pp. 384-385,

burgomaster of Antwerp, Nicolaes Rockox, for

no. 406.

•

the high altar of the church of the Recollects.
In 1976 this dish was analysed, and the question
raised as to whether it had been decorated in China
or Holland, because some of the enamels used, such
as the green on the Roman soldier’s tunic, the yellow
shaded in red, the violet of the two dresses on the

1
2
3
4
5
6

Howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, p. 314, no. 307.
Espir, 2005, pp. 198-199, no. 55.
Howard and Ayers, ibid.; Espir, ibid.
Hervouët and Bruneau, 1986, p. 402, no. 16.144.
Espir, ibid., p. 199.
Idem, ibid., p. 198.

right, and the crimson under the horse’s hoofs, are

134

hand, on other pieces painted in Holland.1
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not in the Chinese palette, being found, on the other
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45
Tureen
and fixed
stand
Porcelain decorated in
overglaze famille rose
enamels and gold
Qing dynasty, Qianlong
period (1736–1795),
ca. 1770
H. 4 1/8 in (10.5 cm)
L. (stand) 9 in (22.8 cm)
W. (stand) 8 1/2 in
(21.5 cm)
INV. NO. 597

Tureen, meticulously modelled in the shape

The tureen is fixed to a stand painted with famille

of a crouching crab with raised claws and legs

rose enamels: pink, green, blue, white and yellow,

and a finely moulded and modelled head, which

with small floating sprays and circular water plants

acts as are movable lid. The different areas of the

round the centre; the rim decorated with a floral

crab’s body are represented in relief of varying

border and the back of each of the turned-in sides

depths, outlined by beadings; the protruding eyes

decorated with a floral scroll; the rim painted in gold.

are movable and on the top of the crab is a finial in
the form of a seashell. The crab is fixed to a stand

The fine modelling and decorative patterns

with rounded corners and a rim turned in on the four

on this tureen are proof both of the artistic skill

sides, looking something like an indented lotus leaf.

of Chinese craftsmen and the high technical

The stand has a small foot ring and on the base are

quality of their work.

thirteen spur marks from supports used in the kiln.
The inventory of the assets of Catherine
Decorated with enamels in rich, opaque shades

of Braganza (1638-1705), Queen of England,

of iron red, black, a touch of white, turquoise and

Scotland and Ireland from 1662 to 1685, widow

gold, with sections including ‘honeycomb’, Y and

of king Charles II of England, included many

spiral diaper motifs; flowers and foliate elements

hundreds of pieces of enamelled and blue and white

on the head and body in various shades of iron red

Chinese porcelain with a large variety of shapes and

carefully enhanced with gold dots; straight and

forms such as “heart shaped small bowls with little

wavy lines and spirals suggesting the texture of the

handles”, as well as shell-shaped bowls, tankards,

bristly body. The inside of the tureen and the lid

mugs, salts, lidded cruets, fruit bowls, red holy

decorated with a small flowering twig.

water vessels, spoons and a significant number
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of human and animal figures, dogs, and small

Crab-shaped tureens are extremely rare and

birds, as well as “Two crabs naturally painted,

at present only three other examples are known;

each fixed to its stand”, but does not mention

two with similar decoration to the present example,

its function.

one of which is from the former G. Duffy Collection

1

in Lisbon,4 and the other from the Peabody Essex
Most probably, small crab-shaped tureens

Museum (inv. AE85884.ab), Salem, Massachusetts.

were used as butter dishes, as reference is made

The third is a gray enamelled tureen in

in the post-mortem inventory (1783) of Joaquim

Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.5

Inácio da Cruz Sobral to tureens shaped like
a heart, a pomegranate and a crab, all with

PROVENANCE

cover and stand, used for that purpose.

Robert and Melanie Gill Collection, New York

2

The Peabody Essex Museum has a series of China

PUBLISHED IN

Trade watercolours depicting the production of

Pinto de Matos, 2011, vol. II, pp. 104-105,

porcelain, and one of them entitled Hand Modeling

no. 252

•

and Molding Porcelain, ca. 1820, illustrates a potter
finishing the construction of an object similar
to this tureen, while a finished one rests on
the ground.3

1
2

3
4
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Rau, 1947, pp. 84-86 in Pinto de Matos, 2011, vol. III, p. 11.
D/E/002/002–001. Our thanks to Dr. Matilde Sobral Santos
Costa for letting us study this document. For the whole
inventory, Pinto de Matos, ibid., pp. 364-367.
Sargent, 2012, fig. 56, p. 462.
Beurdeley, 1962, pp. 48–49, fig. 22.
Wirgin, 1998, p. 167, no. 179.
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